- Based on Kantara
- SWAMID ALs are a subset of Kantara ALs
- Phasing in AL1 for all
- Complaints on "WHY" do we have to do "THIS"?
- We need to motivate our demands, we have very little leverage over institutions
- Aim is to get majority towards AL2, the hard part is going from base or "0" to "1"…
- OpenIdP for students and staff in SWAMID
- Hans Nordlof [Hans.Nordlof@ki.se](mailto:Hans.Nordlof@ki.se) is leading
- eduID will be Kantara AL2 compliant
- Is in the process of being OK.
- Microtransaction (PayPal, Creditcard, bank)
- Add utility bill, copy of ID-card

- Shared registers/information between countries?
- Challenge for implementing AL is when we step outside our box, our cultural environment
- Kantara introduced in V4 a "or equivalent" framework
- Doing primarily REMOTE vetting over country borders is hard.. Suggestions, ideas and improvements more than welcome!
SWAMIDs and eduIDs take at AL-levels is continuously updated and documented at:

- [https://wiki.swamid.se/display/SWAMID/eduID+-+AL2+processer](https://wiki.swamid.se/display/SWAMID/eduID+-+AL2+processer)

- (Apologies – most in Swedish)
Thank you for listening!

valter@sunet.se
or
+46 707884742